of the cell. The field centers are fairly evenly distributed if the rat hippocampus is best treated as a cognitive over the surface of the cylinder and similar apparatuses map with embellishments, or if cognitive mapping is a , although there may be some tenspecific, albeit very important example of a more general dency for fields to be more common near walls (Hetherfunction.
ington and Shapiro, 1997) . There also seems to be a The position taken here is that cognitive mapping is tendency for fields to occur in front of prominent stimuli not the fundamental mode of function of the rat hippoon the apparatus wall (Hetherington and Shapiro, 1997 ; campus, even if it is the predominant mode. NevertheFenton and Muller, 1996, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) . less, I focus on place cells and navigation rather than One explanation of the restriction of firing to the field is that unit discharges occur in association with a certain on explaining how the complete range of pyramidal cell behavior, a behavior that is emitted only when the rat activity reflects a more general kind of processing. The is in the field. The conditions of the recording in Figure  reason for this is pragmatic: the strength of the signal 1 permit this hypothesis to be rejected. The recording makes the study of place cells by far the best approach was made as a well trained hungry rat retrieved food to discovering the overall function of the hippocampus.
pellets randomly scattered into the cylinder. Since the It is easy to design experiments to test place cell properrat spent almost all its time running around, its behavior ties. Moreover, the manipulations in such experiments was quite constant in time . Thereare readily understood, and it is easy to see how fore, the location-specific firing cannot be attributed to changes in place cells are associated with changes in a specific behavior that is executed in a location-specific the environment. In short, place cells are a good window fashion. Even if the same behavior is generated coninto the mysteries of the hippocampus, because the stantly, rats tend to spend more of their time in certain properties of place cells are readily related to the geomeparts of the apparatus than in others. There is, however, try of the space in which the rat exists.
no tendency of fields to preferentially occur in regions where the total time spent is greater or less than the Basic Properties of Place Cells average. In addition, the discharge of individual cells Anatomically, place cells are pyramidal cells of the hipis on the average uncorrelated with the time spent in pocampus in rats (O' Keefe, 1979) and mice (Rotenberg different parts of the apparatus. et al., 1996, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; McHugh and Wil- It is interesting that robust place cells are seen in son, 1996, Soc. Neurosci., abstract). They are found a task that imposes hardly any demand on the rat's in both the CA3 and CA1 regions of the hippocampus navigational abilities. It appears, therefore, that a hippo-(O' Keefe, 1979) . Most recordings of place cells have campal representation of the environment is formed been from the dorsal (septal) hippocampus. Recently, even when it is not needed for adequate performance. place cells were also found in the ventral (temporal) As predicted by O' Keefe and Nadel (1978) , a map may hippocampus, implying that the entire structure particibe generated during exploration, and curiosity may be a sufficient motivation. pates in mapping (Poucet et al., 1994; Jung et al., 1994) . At the top is a "firing rate map" that shows the time-averaged firing rate of the cell as a function of the rat's head position. The colored circular region is an overhead view of a 76 cm diameter cylinder. Each small square region (pixel) is about 2.5 cm squared. The color in each pixel encodes the firing rate in that region. The firing rate is simply the total number of spikes fired in the pixel divided by the total time spent in the pixel. The firing field is the dark region at about 8:30 o'clock, near the apparatus wall. Higher rates of firing are encoded by darker colors; the firing rate in the median pixel for a color category is given by the key to the right. In the color code, yellow indicates pixels in which the firing rate was exactly zero (i.e., no spikes were fired there). The gray pixel indicates the "field center"; this is the pixel in which the rate (averaged over a 3 by 3 square of pixels) was highest. The rate map was obtained by recording from the place cell as a hungry rat ran around for 16 min in the cylinder chasing small food pellets. About 90% of the rat's time was spent running; the remainder was mainly occupied by eating the food pellets. The haphazard running induced by the pellet chasing ensures that a properly trained rat will visit each part of the apparatus many times during the 16 min session. The two maps at the bottom show the spike activity on two separate passes through the field. The black line indicates the rat's path and the red dots the locations at which action potentials were fired. The gray pixels indicate the location of the firing field, copied from the rate map. Note that action potentials were fired all along the second path even though the rat turned and ran out of the field in the direction opposite to its entry; this is an indication that the firing is not directionally selective. It is also interesting that spike density is higher during the first path than the second; this is an indication of the great temporal firing variance showed by place cells (Fenton and Muller, 1995, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) .
On the Signal Carried by Place Cells
well known example is the calculation of movement direction of a monkey's hand from an average of the direcSince the time-averaged firing rate of a given place cell tions associated with the maximum firing rates of a set is a strong function of the position of the rat's head in of neurons in motor cortex (Georgopolous et al., 1982) . the environment, the time-averaged across-cell firing Across-cell schemes for computation of position have rate profile must be in great part determined by head been proposed by Muller et al. (1987) , O'Keefe (1991), position. The quite strict mapping of location onto the and Wilson and McNaughton (1993) . across-cell firing rate profile makes it natural to ask if the This simple picture assumes that each cell has one inverse relationship is true: can location be accurately and only one field and that the activity of each cell determined from the conjoint firing of many place cells? signals proximity to a single place. What would happen Intuitively, the answer is yes. The discharge of a single if some place cells had two (or more) fields? It seems place cell is insufficient to accurately locate the animal, clear that their activity would reduce the accuracy by but the firing of many cells could signal location with which location is computed from population activity. great precision. How might location be computed? Cells The magnitude of the problem then depends on the with field centers at the current location discharge most number of cells with two fields. If there are few, one can rapidly and cells with field centers increasingly far from imagine that location is signaled accurately. In contrast, the current location fire more slowly. The current locaif most place cells have multiple fields, a simple tion could be computed as the average position of the weighted average of field centers would usually signal field centers of active cells. The weighting of a field in an incorrect location. the average grows as the peak rate of the cell grows.
There is good evidence that single place cells can Encodings of this type, in which a value is computed have two fields, but the fraction seems to depend on according to a weighted average of something signaled the apparatus. In the cylinder illustrated in Figure 1 , about 5%-10% of cells have two fields (Muller et (McNaughton et al., 1983 ; Jung the home territory, and that the directionally selective mode may be used to represent trails that connect reand .
A second difficulty with the across-cell hypothesis gions. In this view, the difference in directional selectivity reveals that rats may do two very different kinds of arises from the temporal firing properties of place cells. Specifically, the moment-to-moment discharge of place navigation. cells cannot be accurately predicted from the time-averaged firing distributions, even assuming that discharge Stability of Firing Fields occurs according to a random (Poisson) process. (In Place cell recordings are usually made in a continuous this model, the mean for the Poisson process is the "session" of, say, 16 min that starts when a rat is put time-averaged rate in the pixel the rat is currently in; the in an apparatus and ends when it is removed. Almost mean changes as a function of the rat's position and always, firing field location is stable during sessions that firing is generated by an "inhomogenous" Poisson prolast for minutes or even hours. Firing fields are also cess.) The number of action potentials fired on individual stable across sessions separated by hours, weeks, or passes of the rat through the firing field is extremely months Thompson and Best, 1990) . variable, even for passes that are closely matched for They are stable regardless of whether the rat spends all the sequence of regions along the pass and for the time its time between sessions in its home cage or some of spent in each region. It is possible for a place cell with its time in a different recording apparatus. If sessions a robust firing field to be absolutely silent on a pass are run in two or more apparatuses over extended times, through the field, even if the rat goes through the field fields are stable in each Thompcenter (Fenton and Muller, 1995, Soc. Neurosci., abson and Best, 1989) . The long term stability of firing stract). The extreme temporal variability of place cell fields implies that the representation is recalled and discharge implies that very many cells are likely to be not created de novo each time the rat enters a familiar necessary for the across-cell computation of position to environment. The stability of different fields in different be accurate. Alternatively, the temporal variability may familiar environments implies that many representations mean that place cells may carry an as yet undetected can be stored without interference. signal in addition to the positional signal. The variability
Here is a form of memory in which each of several also implies that place cells are not driven by the smooth representations is latent unless the rat is in the environsummed effects of many small depolarizations; the conment for which the representation is tailored. Recall of version of magnitude of depolarization to firing frethe representation of a familiar environment presumably quency carried out by alpha motor neurons is not an reflects successful recognition of the environment-speaccurate model for firing fields. Instead, place cell discific stimulus pattern. It has been proposed that recogcharge likely is caused by synchronous discharge along nition is accomplished by the hippocampus itself, a subset of the inputs to each pyramidal cell.
operating on highly processed sensory information supplied via entorhinal cortex (McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Rolls, 1989; McNaughton and Nadel, 1990 ; Kubie Directional Firing Properties of Place Cells and Muller, 1991) , but see Recce and Harris (1996) for In apparatuses like the cylinder, place cell firing depends a different notion. only on the position of the rat's head and is virtually independent of the direction in which the rat's head is pointing; the firing is not directionally selective. This Quantitative Properties of Firing Fields Field Shapes result falsifies the "local-view" theory of place cell discharge, according to which place cells are triggered by
In a walled apparatus with an open floor, firing fields away from the walls are circular or elliptical, whereas the visual stimuli that are seen at a certain place in the environment while the rat points in a certain direction those near the wall tend to follow the wall O'Keefe and Burgess, 1996) . Fields on the sides (McNaughton et al., 1991) .
Under other circumstances, place cell firing is direcof rectangular apparatuses are often linear; fields at the edge of a cylinder are usually crescent-shaped. It is hard tionally selective, e.g., when a rat runs in one direction or the other along a linear track (McNaughton et al., to see how extended fields would be included in an across cell, since there is no unique field center whose 1983; O' Keefe and Recce, 1993 ). An individual cell can be nondirectional in the cylinder and directionally selecposition can contribute to the computed position of the animal. tive on an arm of an 8-arm maze . Directional selectivity can be different in a single appara-
Field Size
Although activity is strongly confined to the firing field, tus if the behavioral task for the rat is changed (Markus et al., 1995) . The variable nature of place cell directional the probability that the cell will fire is greater than zero over the whole apparatus surface. Accordingly, unless selectivity has been reproduced in a competitive learning model (Sharp, 1991) . a minimum rate is chosen for a pixel to be included in the field, the field size will always approach the size Are nondirectional and directionally selective firing fields different only in detail, or are they fundamentally of the apparatus. Setting the threshold to 1.0 AP/s (about the time-averaged rate for place cells over the whole al., 1994). How can we then account for the conditional apparatus), the average field is about 13% of the apparapartial control exerted by sensory stimuli? That stimuli tus area; the range is between about 3% and 50%.
are salient but not prepotent? Part of the answer seems Rates and Rate Contours to be that a hippocampal map of the environment has a Although fields may be elongated, well sampled fields certain integrity. Once activated, a map tends to remain generally have a single maximum rather than two or active, even when major changes are made in the envimore local minima. Peak in-field rates range from about ronment. Two different maps may be used to represent 40 AP/s to 5 AP/s or less . Rate a single environment, and which one is used is detersurfaces resemble mountains rather than plateaus. Conmined by the recent experience of the rat. For example, tours get smoother as recording time increases, as exone map is used if the rat is put into a familiar environpected if fields are stable. In general, well sampled fields ment in the light and another if it is put in the same have a single maximum, rather than two or more local environment in the dark. Critically, if the lights are put maxima.
on after the rat is introduced in the dark, the map does The significance of variations in field properties is not revert to the light-first case (Quirk et al., 1990) . unclear. The variations in field size and intensity might
In this view, therefore, the map is not a collection of be just Gaussian noise around population means. Alterindependent place cells but is instead a stable unit, a natively, variations in field size might mean that the envisort of very large "cell assembly" (Hebb, 1949 ) whose ronment is represented at different resolutions, and variactivation may persist despite strong perturbations in ations in field intensity might reflect a hierarchy of place the sensory information from the outside. Many changes cells with similar or overlapping firing fields. Variations in the environment will not cause the positional firing in field shape are of special interest, since they suggest patterns of individual cells to change independently of that boundaries are recognized and treated in special each other; the relative locations of firing fields will reways.
main constant until the environment changes "enough." At this point, the positional firing patterns of all cells Sensory Control Over Place Cell Firing and their relationships to each other in two-dimensional Why do place cells fire only in certain places? As we space will change all at once. We refer to such a change have seen, the firing fields are not simply consequences as a "complete remapping," a concept developed more of the rat tendency to do certain things in certain places.
fully below, along with the ideas of "partial remappings" An alternative explanation is that each place cell is trigand "null remappings." gered by a combination of stimulus features, so that O' Keefe and Speakman (1987) made a fascinating obmost cells fire in only one place because the combinaservation relating to sensory control. Rats were taught tion occurs at that place in the environment. This may to use a set of distal cues to get food at the end of one be referred to as the "sensory hypothesis."
arm of a 4-arm maze, regardless of which arm they One piece of evidence against the sensory hypothesis started on. During "memory trials," the cues were preis the direction-independent firing of place cells in unobsented and then withdrawn. Even in the absence of cues, structed regions. Place cells seem to signal position rats went to the correct arm, as if the cues were still itself and are not merely triggered by the stimuli available present. On some trials, however, the cues were never at a certain place as the rat looks in a certain direction.
presented, so that there was no correct goal location. On There is also direct evidence against the sensory model. such trials, the location of cell firing could be accurately The angular position of a single white cue card on the predicted according to where the rat went, which is cylinder wall accurately determines the angular position presumably the rat's "goal" choice. In the absence of of firing fields. When the card is rotated to a new posiadequate information, the goal choice presumably indition, the field rotates equally, showing that the card cates how the rat thinks its environment is oriented. The exerts a reliable form of stimulus control over firing observation that the firing is in register with the choice fields.
suggests that place cell discharge is causally associated What happens if the unquestionably salient cue card with the rat's overall behavior during spatial problem is deleted? The prediction from the sensory hypothesis solving. is that positional firing patterns will be disrupted; firing might become annular or homogeneous or might cease.
Silent Place Cells, Active Subsets, and Remapping In fact, after cue removal the fields remain intact (Muller A robust place cell in one environment may be virtually and O'Keefe and Speakman, 1987 Thompson and Best, 1989; Bostock et al., 1991 ; Wilson the idea that place cells are part of a stored representaand McNaughton, 1993) . In any given environment, tion of the environment that can be recalled as a whole about half the pyramidal cells act as place cells and even if some parts of the environment are not currently about half are silent, although a careful study by Thomppresent (McNaughton and Morris, 1987; O'Keefe and son and Best (1989) reports a considerably larger frac- Speakman, 1987) . Thus, pattern completion appears to tion of silent cells. be a feature of the memory used to reactivate the repreJust as place cells reliably have the same firing field sentation of a familiar environment.
each time the rat enters a certain familiar environment, Other experiments also argue against the idea that silent cells are reliably silent in a given environment. place cells are triggered in an absolute fashion by conThis suggests that every "sufficiently different" environjunctions of specific stimuli (Sharp et al., 1990 ; Speakman and O' Keefe, 1990; Quirk et al., 1990 ; Markus et ment is represented by an independent subset of place cells chosen, with replacement, from the pyramidal cell take on any value. Since neighborliness is not preserved, there cannot be a topographic representation of both population . The cells used in a given environment are called the environments (Kubie et al., 1992, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) . In fact, assuming that no single environment is "active subset" to distinguish them from the silent cells. The active subset is the cellular analog of the map of preferred, it is arguable that no environment is topographically represented . an environment and characterizes the environment. The place cells that are discharging at any moment signal the It therefore seems that the relationship between cells in the hippocampus and the mapped surface is very current location in the environment. The active subset is what is reactivated when the rat is put back into a familiar different than for visual, somatosensory, auditory, and motor cortices, and it is natural to ask why this difference environment. If about half the pyramidal cells are active in any given environment, the number of environments exists. A possible reason comes from considering the relationship between the mapped surface and the cortithat can be independently represented is maximized.
There is an important concomitant of the silent cell cal area. For the sensory and motor areas, the mapped surface is invariant-the size of the retina or the area of phenomenon. If two environments have different active subsets, the firing fields of those cells that are active in the skin does not change except in development. In contrast, the hippocampus must represent parts of the both environments are generally unrelated to each other. If all place cells in one environment are either silent world that are very different in size. Imagine, for instance, a topographic mapping of a region large enough or have unrelated fields in a second environment, one representation may be referred to as a "complete rethat all the cells of the hippocampus are involved. There then may be two ways in which a smaller region might mapping" of the other . In a "null remapping," the active subsets be represented. In one, only those cells that represent the central part of the large region might be used; cells are the same and the direction and distance from the field of any cell to the field of any other cell is unchanged.
that represent the peripheral part of the large region would be silent. This possibility seems implausible, and There is currently no theory for predicting if a given environmental change will produce a complete or a null in any case is contradicted by the empirical observation that the same number of cells is used to represent reremapping. The complexity of the problem became clear when it was asked if merely changing the visual appeargions that differ in area by a factor of four . The second way is that the same cell set ance of a cylinder could cause a complete remapping . In this experiment, the only manipis used, independent of the size of the mapped region. In this model, the resolution (firing field size) of the repreulation was to replace a white card with a black card. Stable complete remappings were seen for about half sentation would be proportionally lower in larger areas. This possibility also does not hold, since firing field area the rats and null remappings for the others. Presumably, this means that half the rats "judged" the two environdoes not scale up equally to the scaling of apparatus size. ments to be quite similar and the other half judged the environments to be quite different. That rats show indiThe size of the mapped region is not the only problem with imagining a topographic mapping of the environvidual differences with regard to remapping strongly suggests that prediction rules will be very complex and ment onto the hippocampal surface. Similar difficulties arise if the shape of the apparatus is changed; either dependent on the experience of the animal. The matter is further complicated because partial remappings are some cells must be unused or there must be topological distortions of the mapped area. There is also the probpossible (see the next section for examples.)
Remapping has an important implication for the overlem that there is no constant angular relationship between the mapped area and the hippocampal surface; all organization of the hippocampal representation. Just as it is attractive to imagine that place cells are high the map could be in register with the environment only at one head orientation. Certainly, mental rotations are order sensory cells, it is also attractive to think that there is a point-for-point topographic projection of the possible, but the increased latency for larger rotations would mean that it would take longer to use the map hippocampal surface onto the two-dimensional surface of the environment. But, just as place cells appear not starting at certain orientations than at others. Even though topographic mappings are common in to be high order sensory cells, so there is little reason to think that proximity of cells in the pyramidal cell layer sensory and motor systems elsewhere in the brain, there bears any strong systematic relationship to the proximis a great difference between either a sensory receptive ity of the corresponding firing fields in the environment.
surface or a set of muscles compared with a surface in What evidence is there against a topographic map? the external world. Sensory surfaces and muscle sets One fundamental observation is that cells with widely are connected to the cortex via a set of relatively stable separated fields can be recorded from single electrodes.
connections, and it is clear that neighborliness-preservNeighboring cells can have fields that are as far apart ing mappings can be used. In contrast, features in the as possible in the environment ). An external world are extremely variable and there is no equally fundamental finding is that the distance or direcway to match a priori an arbitrary environment to hippotion between firing fields of pairs of cells is not preserved campal cortex. in a complete remapping. Consider a pair of cells with overlapping fields in one environment. When the same Partial Remappings cells are recorded in a second environment (and neither In a null remapping, the relative positions of firing fields cell becomes silent), the fields may be any distance apart and the direction from one field to the other may are all unchanged. In a complete remapping, the relative positions of fields (for cells that have fields in both envithe pattern. Interest is currently focused on how firing ronments) are all different except for happenstance. It probability varies with the phase of the "theta" rhythm. is possible also to recognize intermediate circumTheta (also called rhythmical slow activity [RSA] ) is a stances, in which the relationships among fields are 5-12 Hz sine-like large amplitude (up to 2 mV) variation preserved for some but not all cells. One example arises of the voltage difference recorded across the CA1 pyrain investigating how barriers influence place cell activity, midal cell layer; similar large amplitude signal can be barriers being of interest for navigation because they recorded with other electrode placements. Theta is synforce the animal to detour around a region it could prechronous in much of the hippocampal formation, includviously cross. In general, discharge is strongly suping the entire length of the hippocampus itself (Buzsaki, pressed when a barrier is placed so as to bisect a firing 1989). field. In contrast, firing is unaffected if the barrier did Modulation of pyramidal cell firing by theta phase was not encroach on the field, even though the barrier reported by Ranck (1973) . More recently, O'Keefe and changes the views from the region of the field. Thus, Recce (1993) found a more complicated relationship the effect of barriers is local and the relationships among in which the theta phase at which a place cell fires most firing fields are preserved even though cells in the systematically shifts as the rat passes through a firing vicinity of the barrier are effectively uncoupled from the field. O'Keefe and Recce suggest that phase precession rest of the network. This barrier effect fits very nicely is a fundamental mechanism for sharpening the posiwith a topographical map model. When the model is tional resolution of place cell firing. applied to unobstructed space, it generates straight line
The strength of the place cell signal is greater during paths from any starting position to any goal. When the theta than during large irregular activity (LIA); the ratio barrier effect is included, the model immediately generof in-field to out-of-field firing was greater because the ates efficient realistic-looking detour paths around the in-field rate is greater during theta and the out-of-field barrier with no need for relearning (Muller et al., 1996a) .
rate is higher during LIA (Kubie et al., 1985) . The inPartial remappings are also seen if a cylindrical or rectcreased out-of-field rate during LIA may be associated angular apparatus is scaled up in size (Muller and Kubie, with hippocampal sharp waves (Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1987) or the size or aspect ratio of a rectangular box is 1996). A critical area for future work is to understand changed (O' Keefe and Burgess, 1996) .
how the functional reorganizations of the hippocampus revealed by EEG state changes are related to navigation Why Two Sets of Place Cells?
and navigational control over locomotion. CA3 and CA1 place cells have nearly identical properties Markus et al., 1995) . It is instructive Development of Place Cell Firing to consider two different reasons for which many properties might be the same. One reason is that CA3→CA1 Place cell discharge develops rapidly when a new envisynapses are unimportant in causing CA1 place cells to ronment is explored and learned. Hill (1978) recorded fire. In this view, the positional information for CA1 arplace cells when rats were put in an unfamiliar T-maze. rives directly from layer III of entorhinal cortex and is Cells fired in the stable field the first time the rat passed separate from the positional information needed to esthrough the region. Bostock et al. (1991) watched the tablish CA3 place cells. One might speculate that the development of a new discharge pattern while investi-CA3→CA1 synapses are the basis of comparator that gating remappings caused by changing a cue card from checks if two the representations are in register. Modifiwhite to black. The change was rapid. There was usually cations of the synapses via long-term potentiation might a 2-3 min latency before the first discharge in the stationoperate to bring them into agreement. ary field occurred. Wilson and McNaughton (1993) reAn alternative reason is that direct entorhinal cortex corded simultaneously from many cells when a barrier inputs to CA1 are ineffective, and that CA1 place cells was raised to admit the rat into a new section of a are driven by CA3 place cells. In this case, the group of rectangular box after running in the original section. CA3 cells that are effective in driving a certain CA1 cell Discharge began in the new section with a latency of a must have overlapping or coincident firing fields. If the few minutes, in agreement with Bostock et al. (1991) . effective CA3 cells had fields scattered over the surface Discharge in the new section of the box was mainly of the apparatus, the positional firing distribution of the confined to units that were silent in the original section. CA1 cell would have to be flatter than for CA3 cell.
This result is another indication that the mapping beThe parallel arrangement of two input sources to CA1 tween hippocampus and environment is not topois also seen in CA3 and the subiculum. Thus, CA3 regraphic (Wilson and McNaughton, 1993) . ceives input from both dentate granule cells and directly from entorhinal cortex, and the subiculum receives input Do Hippocampal Pyramidal Cells Signal from both CA1 and entorhinal cortex. A fundamental More than Place? goal of place cell research is to understand the signifiSeveral groups have reported that pyramidal cells can cance of the dual input arrangements in many parts discharge in relationship to nonspatial variables. These of the hippocampus. Readers interested in this issue observations present a fundamental challenge to a pure should read the extremely interesting theoretical paper mapping theory of hippocampal function. For instance, by Treves and Rolls (1992) .
pyramidal cell discharge may be correlated to a variety of aspects of a complex task, including approach to any Place Cells and the Hippocampal EEG one of the four water cups in the corners of a rectangular The hippocampal EEG exhibits several distinct patterns in the awake rat and place cell discharge varies with box, running in any direction toward a centrally located water cup and so on (Wiener et al., 1995) . Wiener et al. strength of any such signal is not likely to be very great (Quirk et al., 1992) . As expected if directional selectivity conclude that pyramidal cells signal virtually all aspects of the task. It is the task, including the environment, is low, entorhinal cortex cells recorded on an 8-arm maze showed little difference in their firing rates as rats rather than just the environment that is represented. Similar conclusions were drawn (Deadwyler et al., 1996) ran in or out on arms (Barnes et al., 1990) . The dentate gyrus is one major target of entorhinal using a delayed match-to-sample task. Cells were observed that fired in relation to each part of the task, cortex efferents. Connections from layer II of entorhinal cortex onto DG granule cells are the first part of the including during the delay interval. Positional firing biases were overlaid on the other correlates for most cells.
"trisynaptic circuit" (Andersen et al., 1971) . Recent work reveals clear positional firing correlates for identified In another study, rats had to leave a box, go to a point relative to two landmarks to obtain food, and return to granule cells (Jung and McNaughton, 1993) . The positional selectivity is about equal to that of CA3 place cells the box to get more food (Gothard et al., 1995) . The location of the box at the trial start, the location of and is therefore more precise than for entorhinal cortex cells. The units were selective for either inward or outthe landmarks, and the location of the box at the end of the trial were varied, creating four reference frames ward movements along an arm of an 8-arm maze. The postsynaptic elements of the second and third steps in (laboratory, box-departure, landmark, and box-arrival). The discharge of individual cells was then plotted relathe trisynaptic circuit are the pyramidal cells of CA3 and CA1, which of course are place cells. tive to each frame. Remarkably, there were different cells whose discharge was densest in each of the four Another class of neurons in the hippocampus are the theta cells of stratum oriens and stratum pyramidale of frames, suggesting that each frame has its own representation. How such representations would combine to CA1; similar units are found in CA3. The theta cells fire about twice as fast during running (a theta-associated permit navigation is not clear. It is interesting that if the Gothard experiment were repeated with the box and behavior) than during quiet alertness (a non-theta behavior) . There was also positional landmarks in fixed locations, one might conclude that only place cells exist and that they occur preferentially modulation of firing. Pairs of simultaneously recorded theta cells had distinct positional firing patterns, at odds near important locations.
with the idea that positional rate variations are secondary to the behavioral modulation.
Spatial Cells in Other Parts of the
The subiculum is the major target of CA1 efferents.
Hippocampal Formation
The positional firing patterns of subicular cells resemble It is convenient to define "spatially selective discharge" those of place cells, although the confinement of disas discharge that depends on either head position, head charge to a small area is not as tight (Sharp and Green, direction, or both head position and direction. I now 1994) . The positional firing of many subicular cells is summarize recent work that reveals the existence of modulated by head direction, although the magnitude of many classes of spatial cells in the hippocampal forthe modulation is not great. Units in the parasubiculum, a mation.
major target of subicular efferents, have properties simiThe gateway to the hippocampal formation is entorhilar to those in the subiculum, including crisp positional nal cortex. The hippocampal input from the septum firing and detectable modulation of discharge by head plays a critical role in controlling the hippocampal EEG direction (Taube, 1995b) . So far, no recordings have pattern, and other subcortical afferents serve important been made from deep layers of entorhinal cortex, a mamodulatory roles. Nevertheless, detailed highly projor target of units from the subiculum, the parasubicucessed sensory information reaches the hippocampus lum, and the postsubiculum. from entorhinal cortex and specifically its superficial Many postsubicular units are "head direction cells" layers (II and III) (Steward and Scoville, 1976) . Cells in (Ranck, 1985; Taube et al., 1990a Taube et al., , 1990b Muller et al., superficial layers of medial entorhinal cortex show loca1996b) . A typical head direction cell is strongly active tion-specific firing, although the firing patterns are noisonly when the rat's head points in a relatively narrow ier than those of place cells (Quirk et al., 1992) . Similar range of angles in the horizontal plane. (Head direction discharge properties are seen in lateral entorhinal cells is relative to the environment; it is not the neck angle (Fox et al., 1994, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) . Cells in memade by the head with the body). Firing is most rapid dial entorhinal cortex also differ from place cells in how at a "preferred direction" and drops off linearly for angles their positional firing patterns are affected by changing clockwise or counterclockwise to the preferred directhe shape of the apparatus. First, none of the medial tion. The peak rate varies widely from cell to cell, but is entorhinal cortex units became silent, so that the notion characteristic of a given cell in all circumstances tested of an active subset does not apply. Second, for many (Taube et al., 1990a (Taube et al., , 1990b . In contrast, a robust place medial entorhinal cortex cells, the transformation of the cell may fail to fire when the rat runs through the field positional firing pattern mimicked the shape change of center (Fenton and Muller, 1995, Soc. Neurosci., abthe apparatus, so that in contrast with place cells, the stract). pattern could be predicted across apparatuses. Thus,
The preferred direction for a given cell is the same the medial entorhinal cortex representation does not everywhere in an apparatus. Since the preferred direcundergo remapping, but instead more closely reflects tion vectors are parallel, the ensemble discharge of the sensory aspects of the surroundings. No directional sedirectional cell population acts as a compass. Interestlectivity measurements were made for medial entorhinal ingly, the compass property does not arise because head direction cells are triggered by a signal from a cortex units, but direct observation suggests that the larger frame, perhaps a distant stimulus in the environThat the hippocampal formation is involved with high level processing of spatial information is greatly reinment or the earth's magnetic field. In fact, the same cue card that controls the angular position of firing fields forced by the observation that many if not all cells undergo identical changes in angular discharge correlate precisely controls the preferred direction of head direction cells. The ability of head direction cells to act as a when the cue card is removed. Specifically, firing patterns remain intact, despite the powerful control by the compass even though they are controlled by local stimuli implies that they, like place cells, are not well described white card, and in cases where it has been tested, rotations are consistent from cell to cell (Taube et al., 1990b ; as a sophisticated kind of sensory unit; head direction cells are also part of an abstract environmental repre- Knierim et al., 1995) . sentation.
Several features of the directional representation were An Overall View: Theories of Cognitive Mapping characterized by Taube et al. (1990a Taube et al. ( , 1990b . First, there
With the current enthusiasm for computational modeling seemed to be no silent head direction cells. Thus, the of neurons and networks, it is hard to imagine that the active subset is the whole directional cell population hippocampal place cells and attendant phenomena and is not environment specific. In addition, whenever have escaped attention, and indeed this is a very active the preferred direction of one cell is caused to rotate area of investigation. Even a cursory review of the curby a certain amount, the preferred direction of a second rent offerings would increase the length of this paper by simultaneously recorded cell rotates by the same one-third or more. Accordingly, we end by summarizing amount (Taube et al., 1990b) . By inference, the angular what a complete theory would explain, rather than by distance between the preferred directions of all cell pairs considering the individual theories themselves. An upis fixed and there is no analog of remapping.
coming issue of Hippocampus, organized by Mark Head direction cells are found in structures other than Gluck, lays out the theoretical ideas of several workers the postsubiculum, notably the anterior dorsal nuclei of interested in the hippocampal basis of navigation. the thalamus, which is reciprocally connected with the A theory of cognitive mapping needs to explain six postsubiculum. Features of head direction cells in differfeatures of place cell firing considered in this review: ent brain areas and thoughts about their functional sig-
(1) The origins and properties of spatial firing in a nificance are given in a recent review (Muller et al., familiar environment. A key is to find mechanisms that 1996b).
allow a strong uncoupling of spatial firing from details of the sensory cues, even though such cues powerfully control the spatial distribution of spike activity. An assoThe Hippocampal Formation as a Navigational System ciated issue is how place cells can show directional selectivity in some circumstances and be unselective in The list of sites in which spatial cells have been found is only a start in understanding the operation of a crucial others.
(2) How it is possible for a representation to be stable part of the rat navigational system. Little is known about the mechanisms by which spatial discharge patterns over long periods of time. This is especially interesting in light of the waxing and waning of spines on CA1 are organized or transformed. Nevertheless, there are several indications that the anatomically related areas pyramidal cells with the estrous cycle (Woolley and McEwen, 1993, 1994) . mentioned above constitute a functional system. First, a positional signal can be traced along the trisynaptic (3) How are new representations generated? In the context of the hippocampus, it is hard to imagine that pathway and beyond (Barnes et al., 1990; Muller et al., 1991) . Second, a directional signal is found in the postlong-term potentiation and long-term depression are not involved here and at other steps. Indeed, it is remarkable subiculum, in related parts of the thalamus, and in the subiculum and parasubiculum. Third, theta cells similar that virtually nothing is presently known about relationships between spatial firing and the known mechanisms to those in Ammon's horn have been seen in all parts of the hippocampal formation so far investigated (but of synaptic modification. (4) How multiple environments can be mapped without not in the thalamus [Taube, 1995a] ). It is not known if theta cells in regions other than Ammon's horn also crippling mutual interference. Again, one wonders how synaptic modifiability comes into play. show positional or directional discharge properties. Fourth, lesion data suggest that all parts of hippocampal (5) What are the relationships between the positional system and the directional system? Cells in both sysformation are critical for normal navigational behavior (O' Keefe and Nadel, 1978) , although relationships betems are controlled in remarkably similar ways by sensory information from the environment. Does this infortween lesion locations and impairments in spatial versus nonspatial tasks are quite complicated (Jarrard, 1993) . mation pass from one system to the other, or do the two systems operate in parallel? Lesion and single cell The final evidence that the hippocampal formation forms a unit is the consistency of changes in spatially corredata, reviewed by Muller et al. (1996b) , suggest that the systems operate in parallel. Perhaps the role of the lated discharge after altering the environment. Except for dentate granule cells, which have not been investipositional system is to compute paths through the environment, and the role of the directional system is to put gated in the cylinder, rotations of the cue card produce nearly equal rotations of the appropriate spatial dissuch paths into register with the environment so they can be properly executed (Muller et al., 1996b) . charge correlate; so far as is known, every active cell in every one of the anatomical regions is affected to the (6) If the hippocampal formation is the locus of the cognitive map, how is the map organized? A successful same extent. capacities are the production of geodesic paths in unobKubie, J.L., Muller, R.U., and Fox, S.F. (1985) . Firing fields of hippostructed space, taking detours and taking shortcuts. mapping.
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